Clinical case reports and case series research in evaluating surgery. Part II. The content and form: uses of single clinical case reports and case series research in surgical specialties.
Single clinical case and case series reports have long been an integral part of medicine and surgery. Despite this, due to their vague objectives and questions to answer, unstructured presentations and absent, exaggerated and/or unsubstantiated conclusions and recommendations, they are sometimes perceived as a lighter piece of evidence in modern surgical understanding and decision-making. Their value may, in fact, be in their contribution to theory, inference, or both. Today, modern case reporting is a balanced mixture of traditional patient-centered reporting methodology, a quantitative approach to ("scientific") inference and growing experience from qualitative research and evaluation methodology in general policies, programs, politics, arts, humanities, business, economics, and the military. Integration of such experiences is possible and even desirable in modern clinical case(s) reporting. Both strengths and weaknesses of case(s) reporting are based on the structure and content of case(s) reports in terms of the clarity of their leading questions and objectives, structured presentation in form and valid argument building blocks founded on the best evidence available leading to their realistic conclusions and claims. Readers must assess their real value in general and in the context of their own decisions in research and practice with patients under their care and in decision-making. Most discussion about single clinical case reports and case series research revolves around their relevance to some degree of proof of cause-effect relationships. The relevance of case reports and case series research goes well beyond this point. Recommendations for both surgical and other case presenters and their interlocutors and readers are offered for consideration.